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Discussion Topics

• What are the primary initial roles that SSDs will play in the storage systems market?
• Why are HDD companies slamming SSD companies?
• Why are SSD companies slamming HDD companies?
• Where will HDDs rule, where will SSDs make a mark?
• Will Flash SSDs make a bigger impact on DRAM or HDDs?
• What is the use case for SSS when the only benefit is random read performance (random write and read and write sequential access is worse than HDDs)?
• Are SSDs reliable?
• What changes in storage architectures are needed to get the biggest benefit from SSDs?
• What is the impact and implications of faster interfaces, such as 6 Gbps SAS and SATA on SSDs?
• What are standards needed for SSDs and how do these differ from other storage and memory devices?
• What are the areas still needing development in SSD technology?
• What sort of storage products can we expect in the next year using SSDs?
• What sort of storage products can we expect in 5 years using SSDs?